From

Principal Secretary to Govt. of Haryana,
Higher Education Department.

To

1. Registrar, Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra.
2. Registrar, Maharishi Dayanand University, Rohtak.
3. Registrar, Ch. Devi Lal University, Sirsa.
4. Registrar, Bhagat Phool Singh Mahila Vishvidyalaya, Khanpurkalan (Sonepat).
5. Registrar, Ch. Bansi Lal University, Bhiwani.
6. Registrar, Ch. Ranbir Singh University, Jind.
7. All the Principals of Non Govt. Aided Colleges in the State.

Memo No. 8/52-2006 CIV (3)
Dated, Panchkula the: 31\5\2009

Subject: Relaxation in age to Adhoc/Contract/Work charged/Daily wages/out sourced employees to make them to eligible to compete for regular recruitment of Teaching/Non Teaching staff in Non Govt. Aided Colleges.

This is in continuation of this office memo No. 8/52-2006 C-IV(3) dated 06.04.2007 regarding relaxation in age for recruitment to Aided posts of lecturers in privately managed Govt. Aided colleges and in para 6 it was decided that those Lecturer who were working as adhoc basis against sanctioned posts without any gap or break in service should be granted relaxation in upper age limit for applying for the posts in their respective categories. This relaxation could be equal to number of years of service (without break) put in the candidate against an aided post on adhoc basis on the last date of application. It was further decided that the benefit of the relaxation will be applicable only to candidates, who are actually working on aided post on adhoc basis on the last date of application.

Now the Chief Secretary to Govt. of Haryana vide their letter No. 6/36/2019-1GS-I dated 03.07.2019 in view of orders of Hon’ble High Court passed in CWP No. 17206 of 2014 titled Yogesh Tiwari and another vs State of Haryana and others has directed to grant relaxation in age to the persons who have worked continuously on the adhoc/contract/work charged/daily wages/under outsourcing policy in any Department/Board/Corporation of Haryana Government to make them eligible to compete for regular recruitment. This relaxation in maximum age will be admissible equal to the period he/she has worked on adhoc/contract/work charged/daily wages/under outsourcing policy excluding the period of break, if any, for appointment to a post on regular basis through Haryana Staff Selection.
Commission, Haryana Public Service Commission or any other Recruitment Agency etc. in any Department/Board/Corporation of Haryana Government.

It has further been clarified that once a person is selected for regular appointment availing benefit of relaxation in age, he/she will not be entitled to avail such benefit again for subsequent appointment to any other post.

The State Government has decided to extend the applicability of instructions dated 03.07.2019 regarding age relaxation for the regular recruitments to the teaching and non-teaching posts in privately managed Govt. Aided Colleges also in the State of Haryana. A copy of these instructions is enclosed herewith. It is therefore, requested that these instructions may be strictly adhered to while making selection to the teaching and non-teaching posts in Govt. Aided Privately managed colleges. The receipt may kindly be acknowledged.

Joint Director College-IV
O/o Principal Secretary to Govt. of Haryana
Higher Education Department.

Email: I.D. hechrycollege4@gmail.com